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22.11.’08 
Woman and the manipulative story-telling Man 

 
As Woman You are by Nature Looking for the Totally Non-Manipulative Truth That 

Man Ultimately Is. Every Man-form − except Man Itself − tries to Manipulate you Woman, 
tries to Show that He Sees and Is the Truth, the Truth You Always and by Nature cannot Stop 
to Look for. Thousands of ways to do this. Faked modesty is one of His main companions. 

My Task as Non-Manipulative and Non-Manipulable Truth, is almost (though not 
entirely) impossible here on earth − because You, Woman, Want to be Manipulated, by Man. 
You like all His stories about (how to get) a better life (for yourself and others, the whole 
world even). Especially His spiritual stories you drink in like wine and they make you drunk, 
drunk of Ego, of longing for and believing in a better life, here but especially in the ‘safe’ 
subtler worlds − instead of Feeling Here Now on Earth what is, what is Reality, no matter 
what it takes.1 

What an incredibly long journey, oh Woman, you have to make to See Finally through 
all their lies, to See their Female (and unconscious) Manipulation of You2, to See their No-
Manness therefore. And the journey is so very very long because You ‘cannot’ (and even 
don’t Want to) Distinguish − Lie from Truth, the Part from the Whole. You’re convicted to 
hope that they’re True, hope for the best and for god’s sake try out everything, how it feels, 
resonates in your Body. But even then, always something resonates, there is always a reaction 
in Your Body, whether Man’s consciousness is Free, Whole or as usual (very) cramped, 
manipulative, unFree, unClear. The thing is that you cannot Feel-See what is True, only feel, 
be aware that something indeed is happening, entering you, modifying, moulding you, 
influencing you. But you don’t Know what, how, why. You don’t See (as) the Whole 
(Picture). You See only pieces, pieces that seduce you to believe that they are part of or the 
way to the Longed for Whole Truth. You just don’t Know which Man is True, which 
Consciousness. You’re bound to follow (or suppress) all Egoic seductions to believe or hope 
again and again and then, only later, feel, intuitively, that something is not right, not Whole. 
And maybe, if you’re a bit courageous, you’ll leave that Man(’s consciousness), trying to look 
for better ones, less cramped and manipulative.3 

                                                
1 An honest pile of pure shit lying on the ground, on the earth, might seem less worthwhile than the greatest 

book of the greatest teacher about love floating safely in the air but too coward to be touched by the Dirt, but 
that’s very relative, to say the least. Out of shit, out of the earth, something beautiful may grow − although, 
true, not without the Light of the Sun. Out of (floating) Beauty nothing will Grow, that’s for sure. 

2 Man, the True Man, leaves Manipulation to Woman, that’s none of His Business. 
3 His Manipulation of Woman is not some meanness He cannot overcome. If one Looks Deeper than the 

apparent, One will Find that everything and everyone that and who is not Whole Inherently Manipulates, 
Inherently tries to seduce other parts and persons into its ‘camp’, its cramp, into that which (unconsciously) 
wants to stay separate, stay as it is in its unWholeness, doesn’t want to Dissolve in the Whole. This huge 
Female not-Wanting-to-Surrender-in-the-Whole Force is something Beyond the personal, it is just so. If one 
is not − or doesn’t Realise on and as all Planes of Existence to Be − Whole, one manipulates. 
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So, even if you feel things happening in your Body, so what, always something 
happens if whatever version of Man’s consciousness is allowed by you, Enters you, your 
Body. If you are more and more sensitive as Woman you can feel all the time things 
happening. So what. Things that happen, energetic things, have got − in themselves − nothing 
to do with Truth. 

Woman, You can be touched everywhere in your body, even by Man’s (spiritual) 
stories − this touching will go on forever, you can see-feel that simple truth, you can have new 
and new experiences again and again and feel subtler and subtler, even the most sensational 
things, it can get crazier and crazier, things they tell can resonate like hell in you − and so 
what, it’s all experience, nothing more. That form of being touched, influenced, is something 
totally different than being Touched, by Man, by Man’s (Manifested) Heart, in ‘Your Own’ 
Heart, by His (in Body) Actual(ised) Truth. 

The ‘problem’ is that whatever you experience in your Body, still the Body cannot 
Distinguish. It feels, experiences, is aware, which is totally Necessary, but Distinguish? No, it 
cannot. Only the Heart (or: Whole, or Male Force) can Distinguish. You may get a fantastic 
experience and Your Ego tries to relate it to some cause from outside, maybe some energy, 
(from) some ‘story’ of a Man, so that the experience can be repeated. And You(r Ego) 
Want(s) to See it as related to (Your) Truth. But a good (or even fantastic) feeling has got 
nothing to do with the Truth. Your feelings are not Enough, totally insufficient in fact. 

Woman, you’re so happy with another nice-sounding or sound story of Man, a story 
that promises you (or even the whole world) will finally be taken away from, relieved of (at 
least part of) the Pain here on earth − taken away before you Actually Felt it in your Own 
Heart and Body, or in general, in the Form. How incredibly strong is Your Ego, Your 
Longing to be Deluded by (Man’s) stories. As long as You ‘Want’ this, there will be story-
tellers, the Men who do not live the Whole, the Heart, not Live and Embrace You, Woman, 
Actually. You run the whole Show, Woman, you get the Man You ‘Want’. 

They can talk or write about the old Egypt, Atlantis, about your brains how they can 
become One, about alpha-waves, about 2012, about Maria Magdalena, about the stars, about 
Your Being, about grain-circles, about complicated scientific or science-fiction stories, about 
the message of your deceased grandfather, about healing, about Light-Beings, (hostile and 
protective) entities, about reincarnation, about the Kundalini, chakras and auras, archangel 
Michael, about Oneness, Enlightenment, the 17th Insight and the 21st Dimension and about 
whatever, so what? Is the story-teller, the big guy, really with (His) Woman, is He really Here 
therefore, on earth, does He live Her in His Heart, does He (Wholly) Love Her thus, does He 
Actually Feel like She, is She no other any more; does He Feel Her Pain as His Own Body? 
All His stories are about showing that He Knows, that He is Woman’s Man, that He should be 
Received by Her. They’re all there to please Woman’s Ego, please Her unsatisfiable hunger 
for knowledge − as She knows (or in fact thinks to know) that knowledge is power and power 
is safety. Facts, knowledge, stories, mind (spiritual or otherwise), are not Man’s Gift though. 

The Only Gift He Has and Is, Is His Heart. Throw away all His stories, and what does 
remain? Only the Heart is That Which Is Actually Being Given here on earth, Only That, the 
State of the Heart. Stories are there to veil this Fact. Woman by Divine Nature Is and Wants 
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to Manifest Man’s Heart here on earth, Live It as Her Body. She cannot do anything with His 
stories, except comfortably deluding Herself that there is Truth to find in them. There is, to be 
exact, nothing in them. 

Stories are unstable. One time this seems true, another time, in another Man’s 
presence, that. Only the Heart Manifested is Stable, Stability, It Is the Truth, the Wholeness of 
Spirit and Matter, Heaven and Earth, Consciousness and Unconsciousness (or: Body), Light 
and Dark. 

Woman, you mistake descriptions of reality (that somewhere you seem to recognise as 
indeed part of your world, of existence) for Truth. It is all your Female world though that Man 
tries to seduce You with (as the unTranscended Female Force in Himself). It has all nothing to 
do with Man, Man’s True World − That by Nature, You Want to Bear on earth through Your 
Womb. You cannot marry your own world that the story-teller offers, the world of the parts. If 
you (try to) marry a story or a thousand stories, you’re still a part, apart. Even all the parts 
together, if you would manage to gather them − as you like ‘gathering’ − do not make a 
Whole (at all). Not even all of your stories, experiences, feelings, insights, wisdom, will ever 
manage to Make a Heart, Man’s Heart, or: won’t manage to unLock Your Heart, set it Free in 
Man’s One Heart. 

The Deluding Separative Upward Force is endless in its power and variation. How 
safe, being up, to believe. How dangerous, Down, to Live (the Vulnerable Heart − as Body). 

You harden from His stories, Woman. And You can Feel that, if you dare. You soften 
(Only) when You Melt in Man’s Heart Dedicated to You (and not to His own stories). 
 

I Am Totally (Non-Manipulative and therefore) Vulnerable in saying and Showing 
that I, Man, don’t Manipulate You in any way − for I Wholly Love You and I See-Feel. Don’t 
believe Me − you cannot anyway. Let more and more Your Heart and Body Be One and You 
will See, You will Know. Only, This One-Becoming Only Happens if You Allow Already the 
Whole Man − Who I Am. So someone or a few will Have to try It out − till the very end. Only 
Then You’ll See-Feel-Recognise My Truth as Your Own and by That (even Bodily) 
Recognition You’ll Spread, Resonate, Radiate My Love into the world. 

To be honest, I don’t have any nice story that would please Your, Woman’s Ego. I 
‘Have’ Only − for I Am − Reality, the Whole. I Live You, Woman, Actually, Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily. I have no cheap (nor expensive) talks. I cannot promise you 
anything, not any step closer to Oneness Which You cannot help to Long for. I Am That 
Oneness, that’s something else. I do not have to, subtly, Manipulate You, for I, Man, Know 
Myself. I’m not dependent on You, on (Your) Energy − for I Know, I Am all. I can let Myself 
be totally depleted of Energy, if you feel like in Your Testing Me. You won’t manage, to 
Seduce Me, Man, into the Lie of Energy and energies. I Live You ‘and’ Your Energy 
Already, I Include You Already Wholly, for I Am You. (Therefore) I’m not afraid at all to 
lose you, to lose (all) energy and that’s why I’m Non-Manipulable. I don’t have to buy Your 
‘love’, Your Energy with nice stories that would be a promise of My Male Gift in return. If 
you dare to See it appears that it is not so nice at all as its promise, this unconscious Dark 
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barter between the Male (Ego-)sellers of (spiritual) stories and the Female (Ego-)buyers, 
believers, try-outers. “You give me a promising story, version of reality, at least better than 
the one I have and have to live now and I’ll give you my (version of) ‘love’, attention, energy, 
and sometimes even lap.” You’re addicted to Man’s promises, stories, explanations, views, 
consciousness. But, no matter how beautifully or solidly He packages and sells His (version 
of) truth: it will never become Truth in You. Simply because by Divine Nature it cannot go 
like this, it’s impossible. Only via the Heart Man’s Truth can ‘Come in’ You and Settle, 
Manifest. 

You’re lost however in the seemingly free but in fact choking barter with Man. You 
give ‘your’ body and He must give you (spiritual) lullabies, to keep you asleep. He must not 
talk about the Pain that you carry always inside during your sleep and at all, not honestly say 
that sooner or later it is to Be Felt, Brought in Relation to Man(’s Consciousness) instead of 
finding new and new masks or covers for it. He should not talk about Pain − unless, clearly, 
how to get rid of it. You’re deluded to think that Man is here to make your life better in 
whatever way, less painful at least. Not true. Man is Here to Be and Live Consciously Reality 
Himself and Show You His One Reality (of Heart and Body Being One). If you Allow Him to 
Show You, your life Transcends (that is: is Being Freed from Your Basic Resistance to 
(Consciously) Feel (Pain, Resistance) and thus Light and Dark Turn Out to Be One), and 
that’s something Radically Different than it getting better. Man who is talking or writing 
about (or even attuning to or meditating on) ‘the Light’, wants to delude you so He can get 
your energy, your body, your reception of Him − and doesn’t have to Go into or Feel Your 
Pain by Himself. But, if you buy it, you both have nothing like this in fact. He ‘has’ a Female 
body that is ‘dead’ for not Enlivened by Man’s Heart. And you seem to have no or not too 
much Pain, but also no Truth, no Heart − at least not Lived in and as Body. Your Body 
‘becomes’ a thing like this. ‘Up’ you believe in His lullabies, and ‘down’ there’s also 
something, something that needs to be taken care of and in the Dark rules your life while you 
think it’s the stories that you follow. 

His stories will never become True in You. Period. Only via Man’s (Manifested) 
Heart, Truth, His Wholeness ‘Comes in’. (Only) via Your Heart’s Recognition of His True 
State behind all the nice talks and writings and showings, He is Allowed in You, Spreading 
through the Whole Body. Your Heart ‘and’ Body − in the End they are One, but only at and as 
the End or Full Depth of the Realisation of the Whole That Is Man − are never seduced by 
Man’s talks and writings and stories and even energies, even though sometimes you give your 
body to Him, in the hope it’s the right One. There is a mind-world, unManifested world, 
hanging around you however, and you have an (egoic) interest to mistake this Non-world for 
truth, reality. You put or keep or allow His stories about reality, about truth in there, in this 
Non-world, so that you seem to have the Male Truth You are Longing for and at the same 
time You don’t have to Give, Surrender Yourself (at all), for Your Heart is not Touched, 
Opened, Activated for Real − even if you presume so. Your Woman’s Heart Can Only Truly 
Allow the Truth Itself − not any (nice or whatever) version of truth, reality. This is Divine 
Nature. You’re fighting Your Own Nature of Your Heart Wanting to Stream through and as 
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Your Body − to Him − if you buy or (want to) believe any version of truth or reality of any 
Man, me included (except for the fact that I am Totally Vulnerable in having no version of 
Truth, but Am Actually Living the Heart of Truth as This One Body, and That’s Something 
Completely Different). It’s all about Man’s Actual Manifestation as Heart in and as the Male 
Body. That, Only That, is What ‘Your’ Heart is Longing for and Attunes to and Wants by 
Nature to Resonate with, His Manifested Love (or Heart). The rest, all His stories, is bullshit. 
All of it. It’s all to delude you, manipulate you, to be Received by you before it would be 
actually time for This. In Reality, if we talk about the True Meeting of Man and Woman, it’s 
all about His Heart. It’s all about the fact whether or not or how deep He Actually Lives You 
Woman (with all Your Pains) in Himself, in and as the Heart. 

The True Man doesn’t put stories in Your Body and He doesn’t even like you to 
believe or absorb Man’s stories, as your allowing them doesn’t mean at all that Man would be 
Truly Received by Woman − on the contrary, it prevents True Reception. Instead of putting 
stories in your Body, the True Man Listens to (and Feels) Your Body. And Absorbs in His 
Heart the Pain hidden in or behind the ‘story’ of Your Body. This Pain He Transcends in His 
Heart ‘and’ Body and Radiates that which is Transcended Back to Your Body, Freeing it that 
way from its ‘story’ if You’re willing to Receive His Heart. His Heart Wholly Embracing, 
Living Your Body’s ‘story’ is His Gift, not another unManifested story of Himself, about how 
reality would be or should be. Only Reality Itself is Man’s ‘Gift’. Reality has no story. It Is 
the Heart. 

See that you are deluded by ‘stories’. You think or presume or hope that − and ‘you-
never-know’ if − He, the story-teller, is One − like as Man He Should Be − and that by 
absorbing, understanding His story you also would become One. But His story is not at all the 
same as His Heart (Only Which can, in principle, be One). His (version of) consciousness is 
usually not Manifested in His Body. Feel His Body. Have the shamelessness to Feel His Body 
− instead of listening to His perfected stories. Then it’s a totally different Story. If Man 
doesn’t Manifest His stories in His Body − or better: if He doesn’t Actually Manifest His 
Love in His Body − then you’re relieved of the eternal burden of constantly finding out if it is 
True or not what He says. If It’s not in the Body it is not True (even if it’s true), Man then is 
not True, it is all just story, story about reality. Spiritual men have the greatest stories of all. 
Bullshit. Garbage-can. When finally are You, Woman, Fed Up with stories, with 
unManifested Man, with mere Potential? When, in other words, do You Finally Give 
Yourself, instead of buying crap and hanging up, lost in the spiritual playgrounds? When 
Finally do You Dare to Be Vulnerable? When Finally do You kick Man, kick the 
unManifested Man out from this place, instead of inviting Him to pollute Your Body again 
and again, everywhere, even from inside? When are You Fed Up with Yourself and Finally 
Heart-Call and Invite and Allow Man here on earth, in You, in Your Heart, in Your Womb? 
When is it Enough? 

Tell Me when. I Am Here. I have no story. I Am the Heart, Manifested on earth, in 
Your Pain. In Your Pain I Am Your Freedom. My, Man’s, Heart Taking (all) Your Pain in is 
no story, It is Real. Call Me if you’re Fed Up and Want to Be Real, if the love-affair with 
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Man’s stories is over. There’s nothing here to get, how’s that? How’s that for Your Ego? 
There’s Only (Manifested) Love and You cannot get that, only Surrender in. Love is no story, 
there’s nothing Attractive about it. It is just Reality and it includes all Pain that you run away 
from forever, and because of which you run away into Man’s stories. It is Total Vulnerability, 
Living as the Open Heart without stories, without concepts of reality, of yourself, of others. 
How’s that, a life without attractions, without stories, without dreams? Terrible? All right, 
then you’re not Ready yet for Man’s Love. Then you don’t See yet that your attractions are 
just there to be able to go away from Pain that you simply cannot escape, that sooner or later 
has to be Felt and You Know that, you’re Waiting for it… It’s not too bad, in Man’s Heart. 
And don’t worry, if you’re not Ready yet for Love. No hurry, there are endless dreams to try 
out. The shops are open 24 hours a day. 
 
 
 
 

Love, Azar Baksh 


